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This official, Alias-endorsed guide offers comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the Maya interface. You'll find:
    

	A Quick Start overview followed by in-depth coverage of the Maya interface and all of the tools for modeling, texturing, animation, and special effects.     
	Information on of all of Maya's latest features as well as chapters on advanced topics.     
	Material on Maya Unlimited topics such as cloth, fur, and fluids.     
	A logical organization that that follows the typical Maya workflow.     
	Tutorials for modelers and animators from all disciplines.     
	A CD-ROM with tutorial files and the Maya Personal Learning Edition.     


    Order your copy today!    

    Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.

Welcometo Mastering Maya 7, a completely rewritten, reorganized evolution of one of the most popular, well-respected series of books on Maya! The new organizational structure for this book began shortly after the release of Maya Savvy 5. The authors and editors began working closely together to create a valuable reference that would help any digital artist gain experience with one of the strongest and most popular animation packages. With Maya 7, we see a large investment in rendering technologies and animation improvements from Alias. This book aims to cover the needs of artist no matter their level of experience with Maya or CG in general, allowing beginners to gain insight quickly into work flows, and allowing more experienced users to get into the nitty-gritty of the program to improve on their own work flows.
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Mastering Hyper-V DeploymentSybex, 2010

	I have been working with Hyper-V since the beta release of it for Windows Server 2008. There
	was a lot to learn with the brand new product. It quickly became evident that Hyper-V was just
	a tiny piece of the entire puzzle. A Hyper-V project is much more than just a virtualization project.
	It is a project that will change how your server...
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Managing IP Networks with Cisco RoutersO'Reilly, 1997

	
		Routers are the glue that connects the pieces of your network. Even in the simplest networks, this isn't a simple task. Routers have evolved into highly specialized computing platforms, with extremely flexible but complex capabilities.Managing IP Networks with Cisco Routers is a practical guide to setting up and...
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Windows Installation and Update TroubleshootingApress, 2016

	Understand, troubleshoot and repair issues with local Windows installations, automating the OS deployment and configuring updates via WSUS and Windows Intune. When tasked with deploying Windows operating systems, there can seem to be an overwhelming amount of tools and techniques to learn to master this process. Whether you are installing a...
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OpenCV 2 Computer Vision Application Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	In today's digital world, images and videos are everywhere, and with the advent of powerful
	and affordable computing devices, it has never been easier to create sophisticated imaging
	applications. Plentiful software tools and libraries manipulating images and videos are
	offered, but for anyone who wishes to develop his/her own...
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Dynamic Economic Decision Making: Strategies for Financial Risk, Capital Markets, and Monetary PolicyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A comprehensive analysis of the macroeconomic and financial forces altering the economic landscape


	Financial decision-making requires one to anticipate how their decision will not only affect their business, but also the economic environment. Unfortunately, all too often, both private and public sector decision-makers view...
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Frommer's San Diego (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2012

	High-end nightclubs. Adventurous dining. Hypermodern

	architecture. What happened to that nice little Navy town

	of San Diego? Well, that sleepy burg has woken up and it

	wants to party. Growth has been fast and furious over the past 2

	decades, and this Southern California city now finds itself with a glittering

	skyline and a...
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